Like humans, computers have their own language. This language is specific to them and is the main medium of communication between computer systems. A computer language consists of all the instructions to make a request to the system for processing a task and it includes various languages that are used to communicate with a computer. This language can only be made available in other languages by their being created in those languages. Term creation or Terminology cannot exist outside the cultural environment of its birth: Language. In other words, terms cannot be created outside language. We were able to collect lexical items of the computer language in English and found the French equivalents. We then created the Igbo terms of the computer language. Our creating terms in the Igbo language makes it possible for the computer language to be assimilated into the Igbo culture and be adapted and used by Igbo speakers. Nevertheless, there are challenges in the of creation terms. The thrust of this paper is to create terms in the computer language domain, explain how the terms were LALIGENS, VOL. 7(2), S/N 16, OCTOBER, 2018 38 Copyright © IAARR, 2007-2016 Indexed and Listed in AJOL & EBSCOhost created, make a comparison of some of the terms in the three languages and suggest ways of making the terms created to be available to translators and native speakers of Igbo language.
Information Technology or computerisation is one of the reasons for change in modern society. "Computers have made the creation of new technological products easier and faster" (De Castro, 2004: 65 cited by Okeogu (2012:86) . It is for this reason that we want the Igbo language to be updated in the computer language to enable its users to cope with changes in the modern society.
Methodology
We made a random selection of 50 terms from the area of computer language by using the computer and the Internet. Before giving equivalent Igbo names to the English terms, we looked up the French equivalents and we looked up the meanings of these terms from the Internet and dictionaries. The Data is presented in five columns. The English terms come first, the meanings are on the second column. The French equivalents occupy the third column, the Igbo terms created come last.
Creation of Terms
Using the linguistic domain in Igbo as an example, in order to enrich the Igbo language and to accommodate new linguistic concepts, Emenanjo (1991, p. 9) From the above, it could be seen that Emenanjo translated the English terms into English. But term creation does not only involve translation. It equally involves morphological changes. A morphological change is the creation of a new word or combination of words. It includes borrowing, combination, derivation, and abbreviation/expansion. It usually entails semantic change. It can also involve terminologisation (change of meaning), compounding (combination of words or phrases), derivation (morphological procedure), shift of word class conversion (change of syntactic category), importation of loan-words (adoption of foreign terms or borrowing), and abbreviations (formation of an abbreviation).
Criteria for Selecting and Accepting Terms
The criteria on which the selection of terms was made was based on semantics, morphological and syntactic relationships. For a term to be accepted semantically, it has to indicate a scientific or technical notion or concept belonging to the domain under study. The form of the term can suggest its meaning Copyright © IAARR, 2007 -2016 .net/laligens Indexed and Listed in AJOL & EBSCOhost and its morphology. These criteria were considered when we selected the terms, we intended to create in the Igbo language.
Approaches to Term Creation
In our work we used the following procedures: compounding or composition, analogy, translation, phonologisation/naturalisation, hybridization and borrowing.
Composition
Composition involves the combining of two or more words which are already in existence to form a new one.
address book = akwụkwọ adrèesi = akwụkwọ (book) + adrèesi (address) data = mkpụrụozi = mkpụrụ (grain) + ozi (message)) software = ngwanro = ngwa (materal) + nro (soft) job = iheomume = ihe (something) + omume (doing) password = okwuntughe = okwu (speech) + ntughe (opening)
Analogy
Terms can be created through semantic extension by analogy of form or function. The Igbo language gives names to concepts using their form or their function. We used this method in the following examples: A close observation shows that the terms created in (a) (Analogy of function) and (b) (Analogy of form), can be said to highlight the cultural implication of the Igbo language (with the exception of mouse which already exists in the Igbo language). There is always a cultural dimension to denomination of terms. In this approach, the object to be named has to be exterior to the culture of the community which is trying to give it a name in its own language and according to its culture (Edema 2008, p. 58) . Just as the computer language is exterior to our culture. An example of cultural denomination in the Igbo language is the bicycle. In Igbo, the bicycle is called ịnyịnya igwe (iron horse). The bicycle has been seen as a means of transport resembling the horse:
Both the horse and the bicycle are means of transport
The bicycle is as fast as the horse
One sits astride the bicycle and the horse On a bicycle one places his legs on the pedals as on the stirrup of the saddlery of a horse
The bicycle's handle bars can be handled like the reins of the saddlery (Okeogu 2012, p. 87) .
Even though the bicycle has two legs and the horse has four, this difference does not pose any problem in the perception of the bicycle as a new object then. The same goes with the terms created under analogy of form and function.
Borrowing
We resorted to borrowing when it became difficult to create the terms. The Igbo language borrows widely from the English language because English is associated with higher technology and industrialisation. To name concepts in a language, the language can resort to borrowing either by translating the concept as in calque or by naturalising or phonologising the concept. We equally phonologised or naturalised some of the terms borrowed while some of the borrowed terms were translated literally. 
Phonoligisation/ Naturalisation
This is a morphological process of creating terms whereby the term created imitates phonetically the term of the source language. We have the following examples:
cyber punk = sayịba pọnkụ
The (com = kọm) and the (org = ọrg) are the ones naturalised.
ADSL modem = mọdem ADSL (modem is naturalised = mọdem)
Hybridisation
Terms can equally be created by hybridisation which is the creation of terms from the combination of two languages. In hybridisation, there are two types as shown below. In type A, the English language provides the affix while in type B, the Igbo language does. In our work we were faced mainly with type B. We have only one type A. hyperlien usoro mbanye kọmputa n + n + n intelligent agent An intelligent agent is software that assists people and act on their behalf agent intelligent kọmputa mnyemaka n + n Internet cookie A message given to a web browser by a web server.
cookie Internet kuki keNtaneti n + adj + n mailto A system for sending and receiving messages electronically over computer network such as e.mail mailto sistemu nzipu na nabata ozi na kọmputa n + n + c + n + n + c + n (explanation) navigation bar A user interface element within a webpage that barre de navigation ịba Ntaneti v + n contains links to other sections of the website news group A worldwide network of news discussion group.
groupe de discussion -forum de discussion -newsgroup -forum otu mkpakorịta ụka ndi nta akụkọ ụwa -ebe mkpakorịta ụka -otu ndi nta akụkọ -ebe nzukọ n + n + n + n + n + n+ n -n + n + n -n + n + n+ n -n + n permanent cookie Cookie stored on a user's hard drive until it expires. cookie permanent kuki ọkpụ/ kuki ọkpụtọrọkpụ -n + n popup A graphical user interface (GUI) display area, usually a small window that suddenly appears (pops up) in the foreground of the visual interface on the world wide web. nchekwa kembanye (n + adj + n ) ad blocker (n + n ) bloqueur de pub (n + prep + n) mgbochi mgbasa (n + n + n ) address bar (n + n ) barre d'adress (n + prep + n) àdreèsi njirichọta (n + n ) alias page (n + n ) page alias (n + n ) adreèsi nnọchi (n + n ) antivirus provider (n + n ) fournisseur d'antivirus (n + prep + n) ihe na-ewepụ nje (n + v + n) archive moderator (n + n ) modérateur d'archives (n + prep + n) onye nhazi ihe ọkpụ (n + n + n + n) banner advertising (n + gerund ) publicité de bannière (n + prep + n) ọkọlọtọ mgbasa ozi (n + n + n) chat group (n + n ) groupe de chat (n + prep + n) otu mkpakọrịta ụka (n + n + n) frame relay (n + n ) relais de frames (n + prep + n) mgbochikụ (n) navigation bar n + n) barre de navigation (n + prep + n) ịba Ntaneti (n + n ) news group (n + n ) groupe de discussion (n + prep + n) otu mkpakorịta ụka ndi nta akụkọ ụwa n + n + n + n + n + n+ n uplink (n) liaison montante (n + adj ) njikọ kemgbago (n + n )
It could be observed that the terms in the three languages are mainly by composition, and that the Igbo language is more descriptive and analytic than the English or French. It contains more lexical items for the created terms. For example: English: news group (n + n) = French: groupe de discussion (n + prep + n) = Igbo: otu mkpakorịta ụka ndi nta akụkọ ụwa (n + n + n + n + n + n+ n).
Conclusion
Specialized concepts or terms are a means of acquiring, retrieving, creating, communicating, storing, representing and operationalising specialised knowledge. The computer language which belongs to a specialised domain fulfils these criteria. Our comparison of some of the terms in the three languages did not show much difference. The terms were created mainly by composition (n + n + n), (n + prep + n), (n + v + n) etc. Just as the Igbo language borrowed from French or English, the French language equally borrowed from English: firewall, script kiddy, and startup. The English language borrowed mail to from the French language. This proves that no language is perfect or complete in itself. Since the computer language is not known in the Igbo culture, creating terms in this area will boost the Igbo language. Our effort in creating computer language terms in the Igbo language indicates that we want the computer language to be used by the Igbo people in their own language. The terms created will also help Igbo translators in their work. We therefore call on terminologists and translators alike to arise and stand up to the challenge of creating specialized terms in Nigerian languages for it is a sure means of promotssing our languages. Igbo scholars should try to publish books on already created specialized terms to bring the language in line with the global technological advancement which we are facing. Terms created can equally be brought to the notice of Igbo speakers by publishing them as glossaries in newspapers and also make them available to Igbo news media who can make use of them as the need arises.
